
                           Middleville Fair  2024 
Hall Displays—Homecraft       v1 

                        Quilting and Needlecrafts 
  

  

Directors in Charge:  Deena McIntosh   (613) 256-3209 
                

CLASS 30—QUILTING  THEME:  “GOATS” 
  

INSTRUCTIONS 

 All articles must be the work of the exhibitor and not previously shown at the Middleville Fair 

 Only new and up-to-date articles will be considered for judging 

 SMA - sample material attached        SBA - sample batting attached 
  

HAND QUILTING—Refer to 2024 OAAS Rules & Regulations at back of book 
  

The “Best Hand-Quilted Quilt of Fair” will be chosen from Sections 1 and 2.  Both are required to be a minimum of 324” measured on the perimeter, 

and the complete quilt must be the work of only one individual to qualify.  The winning quilt will be awarded a Rosette and Plaque and will be entered 

in the District O.A.A.S. Competition.  The 1st place winner at District Level will then proceed to the OAAS Provincial Level competition.  A 2nd place 

“Best Hand-Quilted Quilt of Fair” will also be chosen, winning a Rosette.  If you wish your quilt to be considered for this award it MUST have an 

entry tag for “Best Hand-Quilted Quilt” in addition to the regular Class entry tag. 

  

Prize money for Sections 1 to 3:  1st—$20,  2nd—$15,  3rd—$10 

Best Quilt in Show plaque  
  

Sections 1 & 2 eligible for OAAS competition—see note above 
  

1. Quilt, pieced, pattern named, min. 72” x 90” (324” or 810cm) measured on the perimeter    (SMA, SBA) 

2. Quilt, appliquéd, pattern named, min. 72” x 90” (324” or 810cm) measured on the perimeter         (SMA, SBA) 

3. Quilt, pieced or appliquéd, hand-quilted, made by a group or organization  (not eligible for OAAS competition) 

            (SMA, SBA) 

4. Quilt, pieced, pieced by exhibitor but hand-quilted by another person— 

 Please put quilter’s name on back of tag (SMA. SBA) 
  

Prize money:   1st—$10,  2nd—$8,  3rd—$6 
  

5. Quilt, tied, perimeter of 200” or larger—this quilt held together with yarn or ribbon rather than quilting stitches 

       (SMA, SBA) 
6. Quilt, crib—hand-quilted by exhibitor, no panels  (SMA, SBA) 

7. Quilted couch throw, hand-quilted, perimeter more than 200” but less than 300” (750cm)        (SMA, SBA)  
  

Prize money:   1st—$8,  2nd—$6,  3rd—$4 

8. Quilted runner or table topper, hand-quilted by exhibitor (SMA, SBA not req’d) 

9. Quilted bag, purse or wearable item ie. vest (SMA, SBA) 

10. Quilter’s nine-patch—a bag larger than a coin purse but smaller than a laundry bag—can be an original design or 
from a pattern—judged on fabric choice, workmanship and trendy appearance.  Let’s WOW the judges!  (SMA, SBA) 
 11. Quilt top only, min. perimeter 300” or 750cm  (SMA. SBA) 

12. “It started with a Panel” - An article that started with a panel—must have additional piecing to the panel as part of 

the design—quilted by hand or domestic machine (no computerized quilting)   (SMA. SBA) 
  
MACHINE QUILTING—Refer to 2024 OAAS Rules & Regs at back of book 
  

• The “Best Machine-Quilted Quilt of Fair” will be chosen from Section 13.  Quilt is required to be a minimum of 324” measured on the perimeter, and 

the complete quilt must be the work of only one individual to qualify.  It must have visible machine quilting.  The use of domestic, mid-arm and/or 
long arm equipment is permitted on hand or computer-guided machine quilt entries.  The winning quilt will be awarded a Rosette and will be entered 
in the District  OAAS Competition.  The 1st place winner at District Level will then proceed to the OAAS Provincial Level Competition.  A 2nd place 
“Best Machine-Quilted Quilt of Fair” will also be chosen, winning a Rosette.  If you wish your quilt to be considered for this award it MUST 
have an entry tag for “Best Machine-Quilted Quilt” in addition to the regular Class Entry tag. 

   NOTE:   Long-arm quilting refers to any type of quilting done on a machine other than a domestic table  
           top or cabinet sewing machine. 



  
 
Prize money:    1st—$20,  2nd—$15,  3rd—$10 
  

13. Quilt, machine-quilted, pattern named, any technique, minimum total perimeter  

 324”.  Made solely by the exhibitor.  This is for the OAAS competition (see note  
 above)            
     (SBA, SMA) 
  
Prize money:    1st—$15,  2nd—$10,  3rd—$5 
  

14. Quilt, pieced, domestic machine-quilted/self-guided machine-quilted (not long arm)    

             
 (SBA, SMA) 

15. Quilt, pieced or appliqued by exhibitor but quilted by another person on a domestic machine or long-arm quilted, 

min. perimeter 200” (500cm) (SMA. SBA) 
  
QUILTING SPECIALS 
  

Prize money:   1st—$8,  2nd—$6,  3rd—$3 
  

16.  A table runner or table topper—domestic machine quilted (not long arm) (SMA, SBA) 
17.  Bag or purse or wearable item, domestic machine-quilted (not long arm)  (SMA, SBA) 
  
Prize money:   1st—$10,  2nd—$8,  3rd—$6 
  

18. Designer’s Choice Wall Hanging—ready to hang, machine or hand-quilted or both.   

   Things to consider:  innovative design, unusual use of materials and stitches, piecing,  
   embellishments           
    (SMA, SBA) 
  
QUILTING HERITAGE SPECIALS 
Do you have vintage/antique articles you may have made, a family heirloom, inherited or purchased?  This section is to showcase 
these heritage skills.  They can be made by anyone, or by a group, ie. a quilt made by a Church Ladies’ Group.  Include a note of 
100 words or less to share the history of the article.  Please also state the name of the maker and approximate year it was made, if 
known.           (SMA OR SBA not 
required) 
  

Prize money:    1st—$6,  2nd—$5,  3rd—$4 
  

19. A bed-sized quilt, any pattern, any size perimeter, sewn by hand or domestic 

   table-top or cabinet sewing machine or treadle machine    (SMA, SBA) 
  
Most Points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 CLASS 31—NEEDLECRAFTS  THEME:  “GOATS” 
  

INSTRUCTIONS 

• All articles must be the work of the exhibitor and not shown previously at Middleville Fair 

• All articles must be complete and ready for use (unless otherwise specified) 

• Only new and up-to-date articles will be considered for judging 

• Approximate size means up to 2 inches larger or smaller NOT including fringes or tassels 

• SMA - sample material attached         SYA - sample yarn attached 

  
KNITTING 
  
Prize money:      1st—$10,  2nd—$8,  3rd—$5 
 

1. Hand-knit afghan  (SYA) 

2. Hand-knit baby afghan or carriage cover, finer yarn (SYA) 
  

Prize money:      1st—$6,  2nd—$5,  3rd—$4 
  

 3.   Hand-knit article for a baby or toddler to wear—no ties, ribbons or thick yarn  (SYA) 
 4.   Hand-knit dress socks, any size, finer yarn (SYA) 
 5.   Hand-knit work socks, any size, thicker yarn (SYA) 
 6.   Hand-knit mitts, any size   (SYA) 
 7.   Hand-knit slippers, any size   (SYA) 
 8.   Hand-knit dish cloths, qty 2, different patterns (SYA) 
 9.   Hand-knit shawl or shrug                (SYA) 

10. An item or “Amigurumi” (Japanese art of knitting or crocheting) - a small yarn  

      animal or creature        (SYA) 
11.  Hand-knit hat, any size and style     (SYA) 

12. Any other hand-knit article not listed above    (SYA) 

13. Any machine-knit article     (SYA) 

  
CROCHETING 
  
Prize money:  1st—$10,  2nd—$8,  3rd—$5 
  

14.  Afghan (SYA)  
15.  Baby afghan or carriage cover   (SYA) 
  
Prize money:  1st—$6,  2nd—$5,  3rd—$4 
  

16.  Dish cloths— qty 2, different patterns (SYA) 

17. A pair of slippers, any size     (SYA) 

18. An article of crochet under 12” (SYA) 

19. An article of crochet over 12” (SYA) 

20. Baby outfit—min. 2 pieces, fine yarn (SYA)   

21. Hat, any size     (SYA) 
  

 SEWING 
  

Prize money:      1st—$6,  2nd—$5,  3rd—$4 
  

22. A doll’s outfit made for a 12”-18” doll, min. 2 pieces 

23.  A casserole tote 
24.  Fabric gift bags, qty 2, two different occasions 

25. An article suitable for home décor or personal use, created using fabric scraps from a previous project 

26. A door banner for a child’s room 

27. Any other sewn article not listed above 

  
 
 
 
 



NEEDLEWORK 
  

Note:  Articles, where appropriate, may be mounted on a stretcher or in a  
picture frame.  The frame cannot have glass or a backing that covers the 
stitching, as judging is done from both sides of the article.  SYA is not required for needlework sections. 
  

Prize money:  1st—$6,  2nd—$5,  3rd—$4 
  

28.  Any article of cross-stitch less than 9”x12” 
29.  Any article of cross-stitch more than 9”x12” 

30. A hand-crafted cushion, no larger than 20”x20”, ie. crewel, candlewicking, latch-hook 

31. An article displaying embroidery stitches with floss, ie. t-shirt, placemat, picture 

32. An article displaying embroidery stitches with machine embroidery, ie. t-shirt 

33. Any article of needlework not listed above, ie. tatting, smocking, candlewicking, crewel 

  
SPINNING AND WEAVING 
  

Prize money:      1st—$6,  2nd—$5,  3rd—$4 
  

34. Any small woven article 

35. Any article (ie. woven, knitted, crocheted) using hand-spun yarn or fibre 

  
HOMECRAFT HERITAGE SPECIALS 
  

Do you have vintage/antique articles you may have made, a family heirloom, inherited or purchased?  This section is 
to showcase these heritage skills.  They can be made by anyone, or by a group, ie. a quilt made by a Church Ladies’ 
Group.  Include a note of 100 words or less to share the history of the article.  Please also state the name of the 
maker and approximate year it was made, if known.  (SMA, SBA OR SYA not required) 
  

Prize money:      1st—$6,  2nd—$5,  3rd—$4 
  

36.  A small article showing some or all crochet work ie. doily, gloves, pillowcase 
  edging 

37. Any other article of needlework, not crocheted, that is a family heirloom,  

   inherited or purchased.  Please add a note explaining its origin, if possible. 
     
Most Points 

  

 

 
**********************************************************************************************************  
  

 ADDRESS:    Middleville Agricultural Society 

              4189 Wolf Grove Road ,Lanark, ON K0G 1K0 

EMAIL:           middlevillefair1867@gmail.com  

WEBSITE:      middlevillefair.ca 

FACEBOOK:  Middleville Fair & Heritage Day 
PREMISIS NO. ON4213406   

  

 Sorry, no pets allowed on the grounds except for Service Dogs 
 

 


